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The Hidden History
of the Incredibly Evil
Khazarian Maﬁa
PART THREE Continued from last Month
The secret team of super-elite “Nuclear Snake-eaters” is ready to be deployed to Israel anytime, should the nation collapse after most European corporations divest from Israel, and the US cuts off all aid, in order to comply with
American law. It is illegal to give aid to
a nation that has nukes, and which has
not signed the Nuclear Non-proliferation Agreement. Israel has nukes detectable from satellite-based Helium-3
sensors and has never admitted it, nor
has it signed the Nuclear Non-proliferation Agreement. We must all demand
that our Congress and Administration
obey the law and immediately cut off
all aid monetary and military aid to
Israel, and arrest all Israeli espionage
front directors of AIPAC, JINSA, the
Defense Policy Board, the “Joint” in
NYC, and the ADL, etc.
It is unknown but suspected that
a signiﬁcant number of these stolen
nukes have already been recovered. It
has been reported by insiders that a
very solemn message was communicated to Bibi Netanyahu and his Likudists, as well as all top members of Israeli espionage fronts in America, like
AIPAC, JINSA, the Defense Policy
Board, the ADL and the like.
What was this serious warning? If
insider reports are accurate, these folks
were told that if there is one more Israeli based false-ﬂag attack, those who
ordered it or were involved will be
hunted down under American National
Security and eliminated, and the Israeli
defense structures associated with such
will be turned to dust.
The rest of Rothschild KM history
will likely be determined by YOU:
The future of the Rothschild KM
will likely be determined by Veterans
Today readers and We The People who
learn the secret, forbidden history of
the Khazarian Maﬁa that was excised
from the history books and libraries by
the KM to protect their evil history that
no one would accept if it was known.
So share this story with your family, friends and associates and take it viral. Be clear about this — unless the
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KM is able to operate in abject secrecy, it will be attacked from all sides and
destroyed forever. So take away their secrecy by exposing their hidden history
for all Americans to know and understand.
That is why they have worked so hard to buy up and control the CMMM
and public mass education including colleges and universities, to make sure
the people of the world would never ﬁnd out about their secret evil, which is
so inhuman, so homicidal that the whole world would gang up on them and
attack them from all sides at every level they exist at.
The big question remains: Was the true cause of leaders of the Khazarian
Maﬁa’s incredible evil and savagery toward the human race a byproduct of
nature or nurture? Some believe that this gross parasitism and inclination to
mass-murder, engage in pedophilia and child bloodletting and child sacriﬁce
is due to a toxic culture, best described as malignant Tribalism, characterized by a paranoid group racial superiority delusion. Others think the leaders
of the KM are the bloodline of Cain, that is, “children of Cain”, that are the
Devil’s own and have absolutely no soul or human conscience, but are pure
predators like a wild beast — while at
the same time being incredibly twofaced, that is able to put on a good con
and a nice face on the outside. Perhaps
it could be both factors. In any case, it
is time to expose this evil, the greatest
evil the world has ever experienced. It
is time for the world to work together to
eradicate this problem now and forever,
by whatever means necessary.
Source: http://www.veteranstoday.
com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-ofthe-incredibly-evil-khazarian-maﬁa/_
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